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Introduction

http://en.wikipedia.org

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/cf/EM_Spectrum_Properties_edit.svg�


Types of photodetectors

• PIN Photodiodes

• Metal–Semiconductor–Metal Photodetectors

• Avalanche photodiodes

• Photomultipliers

• Photoresistors

• Thermal detectors

• Pyroelectric photodetectors

• …



What photodetectors really do?



What photodetectors really do?

Transform photon energy into electrical current or voltage

Photons in
Electrical current 

or voltage out



PIN photodiode

p i n

Reverse biased p-n junction

p-i-n photodiode

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/cd/PnJunction-Diode-ReverseBias.PNG�


Photovoltaic mode

VR

Advantages: Low noise, no power supply

Disadvantages: Nonlinear response, low speed



Photoconductive mode

VR

Disadvantages: larger noise, need power supply

Advantages: linear response, faster speed



Metal–Semiconductor–Metal 
Photodetectors

Schottky Junction 

Advantage: Very large operating bandwidth, >> 1GHz

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Schottky_diode_symbol.svg�


Avalanche photodiodes

High biased voltage 
~100V

Avalanche effect

Large gain factor: 10-
1000 times

Can do photon counting



Spectral response



Noise in photodetectors

There are three main types of noise in photodetectors:

1. Shot noise

2. Dark current

3. Thermal noise



Shot noise



Dark current noise



Thermal noise



Understanding photodetector 
specifications



Solar cells: converting light to 
electricity



Solar cell technologies

Single crystal silicon cells (c-Si)

Thin film solar cells

- Amorphous silicon (a-Si)
- Polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si)
- Cadmium telluride (CdTe)
- Copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS) alloy

New emerging technologies

- Polymer solar cells
- Dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC)
- Hybrid - inorganic crystals within a polymer matrix



Single crystal silicon cells

Accounting for more than
86% of the solar cell 
market

Requires expensive manufacturing 
technologies

Growing and sawing of ingots is a highly 
energy intensive process

Much of higher energy photons, at the blue 
and violet end of the spectrum, is wasted 
as heat



Thin film solar cells

Amorphous silicon cells deposited on stainless-steel 
ribbon, glass or polymer

- Cadmium telluride (CdTe)
- Copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS) alloy



Thin film solar cells

Advantages:

- Lower manufacturing costs
- Lower cost per watt can be achieved
- Reduced mass
- Less support is needed when placing panels on rooftops
- Allows fitting panels on light or flexible materials, even textiles

Disadvantages

- Typically, the efficiencies of thin-film solar cells are lower compared
with silicon (wafer-based) solar cells

- Amorphous silicon is not stable



New emerging technologies

- Polymer solar cells
- Dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC)
- Hybrid - inorganic crystals within a polymer matrix

Dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC)

http://nanosense.org/activities/cleanenergy/solarcellanimation.html�


New emerging technologies

Advantages
- Low-energy, high-throughput processing technologies
- Polymer cells - solution processable, chemically synthesized
- Polymer cells - low materials cost

Disadvantages
- Efficiencies are lower compared with silicon (wafer-based) solar cells
- Polymer solar cells:

• Degradation effects: efficiency is decreased over time
• High band gap

- Dyed sensitized cells suffer from degradation of the electrodes from the electrolyte



Solar cell efficiency



Solar power spectrum

 Power reaching earth 1.37 KW/m2



Multi-junction solar cells



Concentrated solar collectors

Provide the best efficiency (> 40%) in conjunction with multi-junction cells



Solar cells



Solar cells



Solar cells



Solar cells



Solar energy research projects



Thank you!
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